
GLAMPING FAQs

Why glamping?
We are SO thankful that we have friends that are happy to schlep out to the Yarra Valley to
celebrate with us, including people from interstate and overseas. We thought that seeing as
though many of you will already be taking the Monday off of work (or could be convinced to),
we’d love to extend the celebration and the opportunity of spending more time together while we
have all of you in the one place.

What should I pack?
Our suggestions:

● A change of clothes - we will be kicking on after the wedding, so it’s up to you if you wish
to slip into something more comfortable (clothes/shoes) or stay in your wedding attire.

● Shoes to walk to the bathroom in (grass, rocks etc.)
● Clothes for the next day
● Pyjamas
● Phone charger
● Toiletries (baby wipes recommended)

Will I be warm enough?
Every tipi includes bedding and linen, however it can get chilly overnight. Take a look at the
weather when packing and make your best judgment. The team of Peninsula Nomads will sent
you a seasonal GLAMPING brochure for extra information.

If you are someone who gets cold, we’d suggest bringing warm pj’s and a jumper with you.

What is the bathroom situation?
Soo…there are NORMAL toilets for males and females (3 each). However, at this stage we
cannot guarantee shower facilities. We understand that’s not everyone's ideal, so we
recommend taking some baby wipes and you can have a quick clean up in the bathrooms.

What if I change my mind after booking?
Within reasonable circumstances, Peninsula Nomads will be able to work with you to provide a
refund or assist in any changes. Please be mindful that refunds will only be given if cancelled 2
Months prior to the Wedding day.

What happens if it rains?
Don’t worry! We will be monitoring the weather closer to the wedding. If it is set to be bad
weather, we are able to move the tents into an undercover location.

How many people can fit in a tent?
Each tent comes with an option of a queen bed or 2 singles. For small additional costs, the 4.5m
tipi can sleep up to 4 people and the 6m one up to 8.



I’m interested in sharing a tent, who can I share with?
If you are not sharing a tent with a partner or simply wish to bunk up with others (cost-saving
and fun), then feel free to speak to each other to make your own plans, and book your tent
accordingly.

If you’d like a bit of direction as to who else you could share with, please send Benji or Marissa
a message and we’d be happy to help or email the team of Peninsula Nomads -
bookings@peninsulanomads.com as they are more than happy to assist!

How will we get to and from the wedding?
Exact details TBC as it is dependent on how many people book for glamping.

At this stage, we envision that you will arrive by car to the glamping venue to park your car and
drop off your bags. For ease, we recommend being dressed before you get in the car. We would
appreciate it if our Melbourne friends would be happy to carpool with our interstate friends;
please let us know in your RSVP so that we can match people together and let you know.

From there, we hope to arrange transport to take you to the venue (2 min drive).
At the end of the night, a bus will also drop us all back to the glamping venue.
Your car will already be there for the next day!

What about the next day?
Breakfast will be served.

If your schedule permits, we’d love to spend some of the day in the Yarra Valley with you.
If you need to fly back home, we can arrange for you to be taken to the train station to go
straight into the city, or go via car if others are not staying for the day.
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